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OVERVIEW.

This document describes the procedures which were followed in

conducting a training program in the Taylor.County, Georgia Publie

!

School System. The program which was conducted focused on training

'high.school students in performing appropriately assertive behavior

in various social situations.

In this program, a number of high school students were selected

on'Athe basis of their leadership potential'. and emotional maturity.

These students were given/assertive training, AS well as training

and practice in the conduct of discussion groups. This activity

constituted' P aI of the Project. PhaSe II consisted of assigning

other Ants volunteering to participate in the.training program

discus ion groupS,.each of which had 10 -13 members. Each group

was led iy two of the stUdents which had been trained in Phase I.

:ile the 'foregoing describes the approach used
.

in the Taylor
.e--- .

00u, y project, the material.presentedfin subsequent sections can.

modified to fit other requirements. One modificAtion'which

occurred in the course of this project was an expansion ;D.f Elie

r. initi41 focusN on appropriately assertive behavior to one which

cluded all aspects of interpersonal relations.

An individual selectssltas' Training Coordinator for this

ogra,mah6Ula have- a background in the behavioral sciences.' and some

-experience in conductipg training progrAms.

3



ASSERTIVE TRAINING PROGRAM

Intended Personnel:

Phase 1. Volunteer high school students selected for

leadership potential and emotional maturity.

Phase 2. Volunteer high school students.

Program Description:--This- training program-consists-of selected

readings (optional), discussion of those readings with the TLining

Coordinator (optional), a,lecture-discussion with the Training

Coordinator who will conduct the group assertive training, and

participation as a trainee in group assertive training.

,

Objectives: The training %objectives of Phase 1 Are to train the

selected students to be (1) appropriately assertive themselves and

to (2) conduct group assertive trainingfor peers.

The training objective of Phase .2 is to train volunt'eer students_

to be appropriately assertive.
__-----

.. ___------

Procedure: The procedures subs-um-id in each of the following options

should he -- followed in the conduct of this training:

,,-----

.

Option I. -- The list of selected readings is included in the

training pragram (see Assertive, Training Reading

List).

Phaserl.

1, Assigned readings will b'e complc ted.

2. The Training'Coordiftatorwill review the readings with

each student to assess the student's level of understanding

of assertive training. Available midi° and video tapes
..s



will be used in these discussions".

3. The Training COordinator will.conduct the introductory

Group Assertive Training Lecture-Discussion for the

students.

:4. The-students will be formed into assertive training

groups Of-10-13 members.

5. .Participation in the group will continue until the

student has participated in a, specified number ofro.1e--

'plays and 'the Training Coordinator-judges that the

student's own-behavior is appropriately assertive.

Upon completion of the first half of this activity,
../

the Training Coordinator wilL,Conduct the Group-Leader

Lecture-Discussion for'ehestudents. Following this

lecture, each student in
ti

to serve as group leader for-at least one role-play.
P.

6: AssertiVe Training Data Sheets for all students partici-

group should be selected

palingin this training should-be retained by the

Training 'CoardinatOr..

Phase 2.

1. The Training Coordinator_wfil conduct t'oe introductory

Group Assertive Training Lecture-Discussion for the

studehts.

2. , Each student who waa'selected at the end of Phase .1

become an Assertive Training Group Leader will be paired



with another student, and these.'two will be placed in

.charge'of a group comprised of volunteer student,

with each student leader's work supervised by the Train-_

ing Coordinator until such time as the training is judged:

to be completed.

Option TI. -- The list of selected readings is not included in

the training program.

Phase 1.

1. The Training Coordinator will conduct tlie introductoty

Group.Assertive Training Lectute-Discussion for the

selected students.

2. The students will be formed into assertive training

groups of 41-13 members.

3. Participation in the group will continue until the

student has -participated in a:--specified number of ,

' role-plays and the training COordinator judges that the

.4

student's own behavior is appropriately assertive.

Upon completion of the firtt'half of this activity, the

Training Coordinator will conduct the Grodp-Leader Lecture-
,

Discussion for the students. Following this lecture, each

student in the group should be selected to serve as group

leader.for.at least one role-play.

4/ Assertive Training Data Sheets for all students partici-

pating in this training should be retained by 'the

Ttaining COordinator.

6
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Phase 2.

The Training Coordinator will conduct the intrOddtory

Group Assertive Training Lecture-Discussion for the

volunteer' students.

2. These students will be fOrmed into assertive training

groups.

3. Each student who was selected at the end of Phase 1 to

become an..Assertive Training Group Leader will be paired

with another student, and these two will be. placed in

charge of a group comprised of, the volunteer studnts,

with each student leader's Work Stipei:vised by the

Training Coordinator until such time as the training

is judged to be completed.

at,
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READING-DISCUSSION NOTES
AWRTTVE TRAINING

(OPTIONAL)

Intended Personnel: Volunteer high school students selected for their,

,leadership potential and emotional maturity who are to undergo both

assertive training and training designed to prepare them tofUnction

as Group Assertive Training Leaders.

Time Required: Reading assignments are to be completed on a proficiency .

basis; i.e., the time will vary among the indiViduAls imvolved,

Discussion Leader: The Training Coordinator who will serve as

discussion le der should be experienced in the conduct of group

,assertive t aining.

Material

Ptocedure:

uired:

.
Assertive Training Reading List (copy for each student).

2. Audio tapess by Lazarus:

a.' Thoughts and Feelings

b. "EstaPliShing. Self-Worth

c. Developing 'Emotional Freedom

3. Video tapeby Turner:

Assertive Training

1. Assign reading list. Students should be instructedto

read in the order indicated to the extent that the

references are available at the time reqt'ired.

10
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2. When'the students have completed Your Perfect Right;

\

introduce the Lazarus tapes and discuss group' assertive

training techniques (generally following the model,

indicated in Your Perfect Right). Discussion sessions

should be scheduled no less frequently than every other

day.

3. As each subsequent article is completed, include its
\

contents in the discussion in order to assure student

comprehension of ii.

4. Approximately upon completion by the students of the

first half of the readings, view-Turner's video tape

,

and point out to the students his use of modeling and

I

positive reinforcing technique

5. When the students-thave compl.eFid at least half of the

reading`,ist, they should be fbrmed into assertive
,..

training groups with at.least,'ten students. in each group.

6. DiscusSion of the readings with the'sstudet)ts the''

.

.

assertive,mechanisms and-events associated_with'grbip a:S*tiVe.
4

1
training should conti le until -the AsS'ertive Training

comple te&VReading List has been



Intended Personnel:

0*

'LECTURE-DISCUSSION NOTES,
ASSERTIVE TRAINING

Phase 1. Students selec'i/:d on the basis of leadefship

potential andmot nal-maturity who may serve

as Assert-ive Training Group Leaders in Aase 2.

Phase 2. All students volunteering to participate in

assertive training groups.

personnel Grouping: Thd lecture-discussion should be delivered to the
0,,

students farmed into groups of aPproximately.12 sthdents each.

0 "-----';'-

Scheduled Presentation:

Phase I. If Assertive Training Option I is Used, this lecture.-

discussion should be presented following completion of at least the

first half of the AssertivdTraining Rpading List and the discussion of
.

those readings with the Training Coordinator (see/Reading Discussion

Notes).

1?"

Jrt
..e.,

In the event that Assertive Training Option II is selected, ---''

-*
.*'"

,

this lecture-discussionshould be presentedat.t14itiMe of the initial'

meeting.

Phase IL This lecture-discussion., should be presented at

,the time of the first meeting.

PresentOr: This lecture-discussion is intended to be presented by the

Traini g Coordinator.

Material Required: Chalkboard or other writing surface of sufficient

side for simultaneous viewing by all trainees.

12
10



Outline:

,

1., IntrOdattion-7discuss the-importance of appropriate

U.

interperson4l telations.

2.- Construct Vsuala4ds to intrOdu non-assertive
.

(passive; submissive, non-react'ife), assertive, and

/aggressive (over-reactive) beha iorS. Discuss unpleas,ant

)
side.effec6s and the advantages of "winning:"

3. Present,the .sevenIstep Assertive Training Model.

a, List each step on the chalkboard.

-
b, Discuss each step as it is listed'.

Emphasize the need for ,Transfer of Training and for

ending all role - play- sequences on .a vosit.ive note.

4.

Emphasize'the use of a Shaping model and toteliance,
!.'"

on poSItive reinforcement.

11
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---- Interactive Behavior Continuum

Submissive

Are objectives
usuallybb-
tained?

Unpleasant
consequences
of behavior?

Examples

Yes

. Low ,self-esteem.
Depression
Anxiety
Withdrawal

Assertive

Yes,

No

Aggressive

Yes

Yes

Rejection_
DiSlike
Anxiety
Target of
aggression

THE GROUP ASSERTIVE TRAINING MODEL

Step 1. Investigate

,Step 2. Role-play

Step 3. Feedback and Guidance
0

Step 4.' Model

Step 5. Feedback and Guidance

Step 6. Rehearsal

Step 7. Reinforcement.

T.O.T.

14 ,/.'
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/Content Description: This section, presents general information

included inthe' lecture. It is not intended that thiS constitute a

.comprehenSive liSting of all content to be covered, but', .rather, is

intended to serve as the core of the lecture, with the selection of

additional material left to the discretion of the Training Coordinator.

1. Introduction Everyone interacts with a wide variety

and a large number of others each day. The purpose of

this training is to increase the individual's competence

an interpersonal relations. Most people have been in

situations which they felt that they did not handle as

well as they might have. This training program is

intended to help people deal more effectively with

others, in a variety.of situations.. To be successful,

we need the 'ability to de'al effectively with others.

Training Note

1. ,It should: be. kept in mind that student participation s not only

desirable, hut,may prove critical to the effectiveness of the

training progi.am. Attemptto involve the students to thq,mqximum

feasibeeXtent.

2. Description of visual aids and associated lecture

material -

a. INTERACTIVE BEHAVIOR CONTINUUMq

15
13
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There is-a range of ways in which-we can act with

others. Many of us have; over time, developed a

general way of acting with others. The extremes of

this range are aggressive and submissive. While few

peoples' behavior is like either of these extremes

all the time, we can say that some people are generally

submissive or aggressive in dealing with others. The

generallyaggressieperson tends to run over'Other
to

people and take advantage df7-them The generally

submissive person tends to do what other people want

and is taken advantage of.

Training Notes

Do ndt make any reference tb the assertive position until both

aggressive and submissive behavioral styles have been completely

disCuSsed:-

2. Discuss' the probability of eachatyle, facilitating the acquisition

of objectives., or of "winning" in social situations.

3 Discuss the extent to which unpleasant consequences can be elicited

by each of the two behavioral- styles.

4. Cbver the types of consequences which Might occur'for both the

generally aggressive and generally submissive style.

16
14



There is a behavioralcsrtyle that falls.between these two extremes.

This style has been called. assertive. Exactly what might constitute

appropriate assertive behavior in a given interpersonal encounter, as

opposed to inappropriate submissive or aggressive behavidt, depends

largely upon the frame of°rtference of the individual. involved. A

behavior exhibited by a -black adolescent toward.a white schpol official

might be juagtd submissive by a militant and aggressive (or\at least

distespectful) by many adult whites, yet it might be judged 'quite

appropriate by his black and white age peers who do rje-shdr\all the

views of elthet of the more critical groups.

fetermination of what constitutes appropriate interactive

behavior for an individual in almost any situation cannot be determined

by non-peer groups,-if,unpleasant-side_effects_such as previously

discussed are to be avoided. Itmustbe detetmined by those who shatt,

or at least are sensitive to, theindividuali ,values and sensitivities.

, laaddItion, it should be determined after some congderationta's..been
.

given to the possible effect such behavior would have upon thoSe"Olth

whom he is interacting, since appropriately assertive behavior actmovil-

ledges the interests of all parties concerned.

Eiffply definingan appropriate manner of behaving in interpersonal -

interactions, even if done by peers, can help very few people,-so far

as changing their behavior is concerned.' Almost everyone who. haS be-

hayed in a manner h judged to be inappropriate in a-given'situation

knew, in retrospeC ,'how he would like to haVe behaved. Seldom,, however,



does such after-the-fatt knowledge help himjin his next encounter.

When we refer to the assertive style of interatMon, we are talk-

\

ing about ways of behaVing in dealing with others. There are a number

of behaviors that are included in th category, of the asaertive style

(Rathus, 1973). These are:

. Assertive expressions. Reuse to .let others take ad.-
0 .

vantage of you Demand your rights. InAst upon fair and jut treatment.

Examples: "1 was here first," "I'd like mo\e milk, please," "Excuse

me, but I,have tovi:go-noW," "Pleaseturn down the TV," "This place,

a mess," "You have kept me waiting. here for half an hour," ''This

steak.is well-done and.- Lordered it mediumrareX

4,
qi2. Express emotions. Communicate yourslikes and dislikes

,

t7t:,
spontaneouslyt . Don't' W e your emotions; express your 'feelings openly

0-, .:..
,, -$,

and finkly. Be honest in answering questions. ExaMples: "What a

cool -shirt:," 'IT am disgusted with that man," "How 'great you look!,"
, 4

"I hhte this heat' " tired?" "Since you'ask", much prefer

you An another type of_outfit..."

3. Meeting others, Be direct and open with thoap whom you_

6

would like to know better, Shyness or a feeling:ol-nbt knowing:what_
,

to say shouldn't keep you from meeting 'others. ExpresslYour pleasure

.at-seeingthem both verbally", and nonverbally. Example
.0/:

"HiVhow ar

youll?,"He116, I haven't seen you in months,","What ate you doing,p1th

yourself these. days-"?,---"HOtiicloydu like working at /

"Taking,any good courses " ?,
a

4

18
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A
Dise agreeing with"othere. When you disagree withsome-

..

one, don4t fake agreement just to "keep the peace," e.g., stiling

or nodding. Either disagree actively when you are sure of your

ground, or change the topic, or terminate the interaction.

5. Questioning others. If you feel a request by a person'.

iin'power or 'authority does not sound reasonable, .ask why you should,
!

do it. Mature individuAs should'not accept authority alone.

Request explanations frodtteachers, relatives, and other authority

figures that are convinci4. Express your willingness to honor

viq.0 nary commitments an' to accept reasonable suggestions, but

ake explicit your unwillingness to respond to anyone's whim.

Discussing personal experiences. If you feel your

accomplishments are worthwhile or interesting, tell others about.

Let-People know how .you feel about thingS.' Relate your.them.

eXperiences. Do not monopolize'conversations, but do not be afraid

to-discuss your experiences.

Accepting compliments. Don't knock yourself or be-

'cote flustered when someone compliments you with sincerity. At a

.

minimum, a sincere "Thank you" will suffice.. Or, reward-the com--
,

plimenter by °Thaes an awfully nice.thing to say: I

appreciate it." Rewarding, rather than punishing, others for,cem-.

plimenting you is mutually satisfying. When appropriate, eectend

,compliments.. For example, if someone -says, "What a beautiful sweater!,"!

respond, "Isn't it a Idvely-color? ,I,had q hard time finding it."

19



8. : Expressing opinions. While at times you may wish to
, fl

giveyclitiV,.basis for an opinion, don't be pushed into justifying every

:117,e

opinion by someone who takes issue with every comment. You might,,. say

something, like, "Are you always so disagreeable "? 'or 7'1 have no time

"to waste arguing with yOu,"'or "You seem to have a great deal in-
.

vested in being right regardless Of:what you say, don't you"?.

5. Eye contact. In interacting with others, don't avoid

eye contact, but look directly into their eyes.

AS you can see, quite a few things need to be considered when'

interacting with 'others: It is difficult to define just exactly

what i'assertiyeness" means,' but behaviors such as those just

described serve to illustrate the concept.

But remember What_we discussed before, appropriately assertive

behavior is defined by existing norms of the peer group. In addi-

tipn; appropriately' assertive behavior includes consideration for.

the.rights of others, as, well as refusal to allow, violation of your

own rights.

b GROU.? ASSERTIVE TRAINING MODEL

-Rat-bet-that-CM providing peer sugge tions concerning appropriate

assertiveness in a variety of social Situations, this training program

includes-the demonstration-of-appropriate behavior for those students

a r

desiring to. improve their interpersonal, coMpetence. In additibn,

opportunities will be afforded for practicing the assertive behaviors,

involved and for receiving feedback from: peers -do kerning the

2 0
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performance, The techniques to be employed in this training program

include (1) assertive behayior modeling by more, skillful peers,
. 1

(2) behavior rehearsal through role playing the desired assertive

behavior with peers, and(3).,,fe.edback concerning role - played performance

through structured critiques conducted by peers and through video

tape playback (latter.is'Optional).

These techniques have been combined -to form a training model

consisting of a seven-step procedure which will enable participants

to develop a repertoire of behaviors which, as judged by themSelves

and thel-r,.peerS, are appropriate and should be employed in anticipated

interpersonal- interactions. The seven steps are repeated, usual135.

in sequence, until each participant has/ achieved the level of inter-
-,

personal competence and confidence desired. The ideal number of

participOnta at any one time is about 12 (cf,Alberti & Emmons, 1970).

,Training. Kota

1. :At this point begin construction of this visual .01d on the chalk--

board. Describe each step thoroughly,_in accordance with the

following material.

Step 1. Investigate: A.member of the group. volunteers a

F description of an experience which he felt was socially unrewarding

to him. Thia,ftaghtbe anything from 'being unable.to ask a girl for

a date to responding aggressively to a racial, slur. °(It should be

-19



noted that the level of reelative incompetence represented by the
*:f

behavior described is to some extent a function of how long an indi-

vidual has participated in interpersonal relations training with the

particUlar group.) The volunteer is questioned by the groupto define

the parpmtter involved in order to facilitate subsequent role playing.
o

Step 2. Role Flay: The volUnteer and another member of
_ .

.-

the groUp role play thesituation described in Step 1: The volunteer

role plays himself, and the other group member plays the individual

with whom the volunteer encounter took place. The goal of the

.

volunteer;at this step is'to,do.the best he can to improve upon his

original:and-unsatisfactory (by,his judgment) performance. The role

play is video recorded ()optional). If the described situation involves

several people, an appropiateb.umber of volunteers will be required.

Step 3. Feedback and Guidance: Upon Completion of Step 2,

the group'prova es feed back to the volunteer concerning the favorable
A

verbal-and-non-verbal components of his Terformance, The-video

reLrdinggisused whereapproprist:e to 41.1., attention to aspects of ,

his performance which can be reinforced. 'Suggestions are made (care-

,.. .

.

avoiding
,

fully negative criticism) that'could lead to improVed performance

in spch situations.

Step 4. Modeling: The situation role played-'in Step 2 is

repeated, but this time another group,member takes the p -6et'of the

volunteer and models the'desired assertive behavior asidefined by the

group `during Step'.3.

22
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0 ,
Step75. Feedback and Guidance: Step 5 is similar to Step

3 in that the modeled behavior is now discussed for the edification

and guidance of'the volunteer.

Step 6. .Rehearsal: The volunteer again role plays the

samo'situation, this time incorporating the guidance received from.his

peers. At this point, he is actually rehearsing his role in an

anticipated real-life encounter.

Step 7. Reinforcement: The performance exliibited,during

Stec') '6 will be an imprb-Vement over that exhibited earlier. It is

appropriate at this p'0.rit for the group to compliment the volnteer on

his achieVement and encourage his practice Of the interperbOnal skillS

he is acquiring in real-life situatiens. (A frequent occurrence in

e
. I

such training is that members of the!group,,rig situations outside

the group context which permit the;v lunteer to achieve reinforcement

as a consequence of the successful plOyMent of the rehearsed behavior.

Such efforts, "of course,are to be encouraged.)

The seven-step-procedural model described above is designed to

permit definition 'of approximate behaviors by o'ne's'peers and to

Capitalize Upon the reinforcing properties of peer approval\ To the

eXtent that an individual receives positive reinforcement for engaging

in assertive behavior, the greater the likelihood,that,sUch behavior.

will generalize to a wide range of social situations.

ProCedural,Poias.
, I

Obviously, an individual who might .be considered grossly deficient!

\=,

in interpersonal relations skills. might be too self-conscious to engage
f

t.

23 0



in the t aining described above or too sensitive to accept-adverse

criticis conce ring his performance during kraining sessions. These

two pbte tial/problema are minimized through specific techniques.

- Yirst, a lharticipation is voluntary; no one is required to engage
/

in role pilaying activities unless he wants to, but he is free to

bbsery and,tq participate in all other aspects of the training at

his,o option. Second, comments concerning participants' p rformapce

during modeling and role playing are required to be positive and con

/structive in nature. A procedural rule employed in.each tra ning

session is

desired assertive behavior is shaped exclusively through u

that negative comments are nqtopermitted, but rat/her

reinforcement.

Training Notes.

.

1. Summarize the lecture totbis point

2., Retprmijleowilether there are any questions

that

f pbsitive

time Available, go immediately into applica ion of the

training model.

2 4
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GROUP LEADER LECTURE-DISCUSSION
ASSERTIVE TRAINING.

Intended Personnel: Any student who may later serve as anAssertive

Training Group Leader.

Time Required: Approximately one hour.

Discussion Leader: Training Coordinator

\\ Outline:. The following represents an outline of the points to be

cgvered during this session.

\,.

O

Training Notes

1. AtteMpt to elicit student participation in.discussion of these

points.

2. Roleplaying to demonstrate certain points should be used where

time allows.

I. Points which every Assertive' Training Group Leader should keep
a

in mind.

1. .The group leader is not an expert- or an authority, and

cannot answer, all the questions which will be raised nor

offer solutions for all the problems which.aTe presented.

2.' The group leader's Chief function is to keep the dis-

cussion in the topic being considered and to help the

t, group summarize its thinking and arrive at conclusions.

The group leader plays an active but non-directiVe role

2i
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o.

in stimulating discussion and encouraging realistic

situational analysis.

The group leader should keep in mind that every member

of the group can help by entering into the discussion

and speaking freely, giving the group the benefit of

their personal viewpoint and unique experiences, and

by 'giving others a-chance to express their opinions.

. The group leader shbuld not present special personal

_ideas to the group to influence their decisions, all

'decisions should represent the collective thinking of

the group.

The group leader.should exert and maintain sufficient

control such'that only one group member is speaking at

any particular

6. 'tThe group leader should encourage each member to express
e.

opinions fully,' without being unnecessarily lengthy.

7. The group leader should not address questions to the

roup as a whole. If a question is to be asked, addres's 0

it to,a specific member, especially one ,demonstrating

a low level of participation.

8: The, group leader should attempt to ask questions that

require members to carefully consider the situation

before responding.



9. The group leader should encourage the expression of

different points of view.

'10. The group leader should periodically summarize the

group, disclussion to that point, but should not repeatedly

cover the same point(s).

The group leader must strive to maintain an atmosphre

conducive to the open expression of feelings. By

requiring that comments be positively phrased, no

group member Wdll hesitate to participate-due tp fear

of negative comments from the group.

II. Application of the.assertive group training model..

1. Objectives most likely to be achieved.

.

a. Cognitive insight into practical problems of inter-

action.

b. Insight into possible methods for dealing with:

such problems.

c. An increased awareness of a diversity-of/viewpoints

that may exist concerning a ,single problem.

d. An increased understanding of. the_viewpoints of

others.

e.. _An,increased awareness that open communication is

required to effectively interact with others having

differing viewpoints.

experience in diagnosing interpersonal behavior.



2. Points-,relevant to application of-the model.

a.' Follow the discussion model.

1 Ask for a volunteer to describe an interpersonal

situation which_ that ,individual felt could have

been handled -more effectively.
A

2. Have the volunteer and one other person role-_

play the described situation.

1.- Elicit observations, suggestions, and comments'

fromfhe group.members. It is important that

these be stated in a positive manner.

4. Briefly summarize tHesresults of the discussion

in the form of behavioral suggestions, what

actqr might do to improve the effectiveness. in

dealing with that situation.

5. Ask -for another volunteer to model the suggestion:

6. Elicit additional comments from the group; members

concerning the perceived effectivenesssof the

modified behavior exhibited in the role-play.

Comprehensively summarize the suggestions for

the original volunteer.

'8. Request that the original volunteer replay the

situation, attempting to incorpotate the pooled
0

group suggestions,

28
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9. Elicit additional positive comments from group

members, including one or more references to
;

the observed improvement in the volunteerrs

method of, dealing with the situation.

10. Emphasize that this represegts rehearsal for

the use of the modified, behavior in social

situations similar to the one originally role-

played.

3. Additional considerations in model application.

a. In the Inveatigation step, don't question the

-

volunteer too deeply with respect to motives, as

this may produce defensiveness and disCourage.future

participation' During the Investigation step, the

volunteer should be requested to identify the ob-

jective which he (she) had in mind during the

original situation. In other words, what was the

volunteer attempting to accomplish through inter-

action with the other(s),in the situation. If the

outcome of the interaction was not satisfying,omost
.

likely the objective was not attained. In order to

develop effective guidance for achieving an objective,

the objective must be clearly and specifically stated.

For the Role-Play step, the group leader and all actors

should confer prior to the role play to insure that each

21
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role player thoroughly understands what is to be

done. This precaution frequently serves to in-

crease the realism of the role play.

c In the Feedback and Guidance step, after substantial

guidance hasbeen elicited from the group members,

the volunteer shoilld be requested to select the

technique which seems most natural.

Remember The guidance activity consists basically
4?'

of,identification of alternative Methods for suc-

cessfully handling a specific type of social

interaction.

d: The group leader should haveseveral situations in

mind Which can be role played if the'groupjuembers

db-no have,_or will not volunteer, an instance of

ineffective interaction. -

e.' Care shouldrbe taken during the initial group meeting

so that members of the various ethnic -.groups repre-

sented in the session do not sit as a block, but are

intermingled. Intermingling memberSof the ethnic

groups facilitates active discussion among .the group

members. ti

28
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ASSERTIVE.TRAINING DATA SHEET

This form is used by the Assertive' Group Training Leader to

redotd the situations voltnteered by various group members. A'

sheet is assigned each-group member. These records can be used i

one or more of the following ways: (1) the frequency of volunteering

on the part of each member can readily be determined, (2) the type(s)

of situations presenting the most diffitulty. to members can easily

be identified, and (3) the transfer of training aspect can be folloWed-

up through asking a volunteer at a later date whether the modified

behaviors have been used in a situation similar to that Originally_

described.

The data sheet should take the following form:

ASSERTIVE TRAINING DATA SHEET

Group member

Training dates: From To

Role Play Date Description of,Situation Comment

31
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